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Virginia and Maryland, and had begun to obtain statements
regarding America from the captains of merchant ships.1 As
early as 1747 a French Ministerial official had written:
" They would rule the seas through their fleets and the land
through their wealth, and America would furnish them with
the means of dictating to Europe."2 The King's Speech
significantly enough, in October, 1756, at the time of Pitt's
First Ministry, contained the statement that tl The succour
and preservation of America cannot but constitute a main
object of my attention and solicitude ; and the growing dangers
to which our colonies may stand exposed from the late
losses in those parts demand resolutions of vigour and de-
He subor- spatch/'3 Two years later Choiseul said : " The true equili-
European brium depends in reality on Commerce and on America.
The German War . . . will not prevent the evils that are
threatened by the great superiority of the English on the Sea. ' >4
Hence though Pitt himself in 1763, when debating the Peace
proposals and urging the country to stand by Frederick the
Great, stated that America was being won on the plains of
Germany, he himself fully realised that the essence of his
policy had been to concentrate on the capture of America,
and that however important the continental war, he had
always held it subordinate to the war across the Atlantic.
This contest on the Hudson had become inevitable, and
Newcastle had already appreciated its importance ; but it was
Pitt who made the capture of Canada the primary considera-
tion of a far-sighted and comprehensive plan of campaign.
in.
The British To bring about the overthrow of French power in America,
it was essential to sever the connection between France and
^er colonies by crushing her fleet , Moreover, the destruction
Canada. Of j^ maritime power was a chief object of Pitt's policy,
and one of his chief complaints regarding the Peace of 1763
was that it gave to France the means " of becoming once
more formidable to us at sea/'5 Pitt therefore resolved to
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